Friendship
Justice
Hope
Peace

Reverence Thankfulness
Humility
Trust
Wisdom
Forgiveness
Creation
Endurance
Service
Compassion
Fellowship

The front cover of this leaflet illustrates our school’s 15
Christian Values. We teach our pupils
pupils about these and
emphasise that they are different from our Learning
Values. These leaflets are for adults who may wish to
know more about our Christian Values.
Our School Values
Values can be found in writing near Maple
Class and in practise they can be found
found underpinning
all the work of our school.
We talk about 5 Christian Values per term in class and
they are also reflected in our weekly Worship Themes.
The Christian Values are not separate but link
together the beliefs of Christians. One is not more
important than the other and therefore our leaflet
cover represents them as interlocking building bricks
of faith.
There are 15 leaflets with information about how each
value defines itself in Christian faith.
Even if you choose not to be a Christian the
the leaflets
may have information that helps you in your life’s’
journey – or just makes you stop and reflect.
I hope that you find these leaflets helpful and
informative.

Trust
Trust is the very essence of faith; trust
in the God who is himself trustworthy.
trustworthy.
Trust is essential to human life and lies
at the heart of all relationships. Trust
necessitates vulnerability,
vulnerability, putting
ourselves in others’ hands. We have to trust experts
such as pilots,
pilots, dentists,
dentists, surgeons.
Relationships are founded on trust. The wording of the
Christian marriage vows sends out a strong message
about Trust and Love
Love.
ove.
Trust is central to living together in harmony, so it is
to be valued and honoured. With
wisdom and
and discernment, we can learn
to trust.
We can begin to rebuild trust,
trust, in our
sometimes mistrustful society,
society, by being
reliable ourselves, by not letting people down.
Similarly, when we work with others, if we are willing
to let go of control ourselves and trust in the abilities
and integrity of others, everyone can be
be enriched.
Jesus, after all, entrusted his ongoing work to his
disciples and ultimately to us.
Please turn over the page to find out some of the ways
we celebrate Trust in our school

What do we do in school in response to Trust?
In school we use Godly
Godly Play, Worship and
Religious Education to learn about Trust
in the Bible such as the story of The Good
Shepherd.
We learn to Trust each other through consistency of
approach and through trying not to let others down.
Learning to make choices in all areas of our life is
about learning to Trust ourselves and our own
judgement.
We have the choice to Trust in God and we learn this
thr
through many areas of our school lives.
Global Learning helps us to discover that there are
many people living different lives to
to us and that we
can learn to Trust people who initially
we may be anxious about.
Through working and playing we can
build Trust between ourselves.
When Trust breaks down we work hard to rebuild it
through the way we act towards
towards each other and
though revisiting
revisiting our school rules.
www.christianvalues4schools.co.uk if you visit this site
you can find more information about Christian
Values.

